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STATEMENT OF THE CASE

A hearing was conducted in the above style claim to determine the claimant’s entitlement 

to additional workers’ compensation benefits.  On April 22, 2013, a pre-hearing conference was

conducted in this claim, from which a Pre-hearing Order of the same date was filed.  The Pre-

hearing Order reflects stipulations entered by the parties, the issues to be addressed during the

course of the hearing, and the contentions of the parties relative to the afore.  The Pre-hearing

Order is herein designated a part of the record as Commission Exhibit #1.

The testimony of Amika Lane, Antonette Lane, and Tara Heinz McCoy, coupled with

medical reports and other documents comprise the record in this claim.  

DISCUSSION

Amika Cherie Lane, the claimant, with a date of birth of March 11, 1985, is a high school 

graduate with thirty (30) hours of collage studies toward a degree in accounting and business
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administration.  The claimant’s employment history reflects that she worked as an over-the-road

truck driver for Werner Enterprises from 2010 -2011, during which time she had a CDL; worked

as an assistant manager at a McDonald’s, supervising up to twenty employees; and at one point

was employed at Wal-Mart Super Center in Jacksonville.  Claimant discussed the various

physical requirements of the afore jobs.  

In December 2010, while employed at Werner Enterprises the claimant sustained a work-

related injury to her ankle and was off work until April 2011.  The claimant received temporary

total disability and medical benefits in connection with the ankle injury.  Regarding the afore, the

claimant testified:

     They paid me for being hurt, three hundred and thirty dollars,
($330.00) while I was off.  That was - - they had to put me back at
the station to where I was, which was in Dallas, Texas, and I could
not leave the facility until I was cleared by the doctor. (T. 13).

The claimant returned to work in April 2011, and, as far as any residual problems with her ankle

once she return to work, testified:

     Not as much, no sir.  I had just had surgery, not even a few
months before I went to Werner, on my left ankle. (T. 14).

The claimant commenced her employment with respondent-employer on June 20, 2011,

as a delivery driver with duties that included loading and unloading her truck, and stocking

shelves in convenience stores.  Claimant used a hand truck to transport product into the store,

noting that the dolly weighed approximately ten (10 ) pounds and the product weighed up to fifty

(50) pounds.  The claimant denies experiencing any problems while physically performing her

job duties prior to July 21, 2011, accident.

The claimant maintains that while within the course and scope of her employment with
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respondent-employer on July 21, 2011, she sustained the injuries which are the subject of the

present claim.  Specifically, the claimant testified that at approximately 12:00 p.m., she was

struck by a vehicle.  In describing the mechanics of the June 21, 2011, accident, the testimony of

the claimant reflects:

     Yes, sir.  I had been at the store since about 6:30 that morning.
My first time by myself unloading the truck, and getting everything
in.  By the time I finished, it was about 12:00 something I do
believe.  As I was getting all my stuff to go out, I had my dolly and
all my cases and I was heading towards the trash can.  As I’m
heading toward the trash can, I’m making sure nobody’s coming
out, before I knowed it, the guy backs up and hits me and - - 

     I don’t know who he was.  I don’t really remember his name. 

     He was coming out of a parking lot from the store, yes, sir. 
(T. 15-16).

The claimant is uncertain of the speed of the vehicle at the time it struck her, however noted: 

     No, he just - - he backed up, and as I said, I didn’t see him until
he got out and asked me if everything was okay and please not to
call the police. (T. 16).

The claimant assessed the force of the blow to her from the vehicle as “hard enough to make me

jilt”.   

The claimant testified that she did not immediately realize that she had been injured,

adding, “it took about ten to fifteen minutes later when my neck and my arm got stiff’. (T. 16). 

The claimant described the sensation in her neck attributable to the accident:

     It was just a stiffness and a pain that shot down to my [left] arm,
and I could barely move at all. (T. 16).     

The claimant did not receive medical treatment for her injury at the hospital, but rather was taken

to Concentra Health Clinic by her supervisor once he arrived and the police report was
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completed.

The claimant testified that her treatment at Concentra consisted of physical therapy.  The

claimant offered regarding the afore:

     Just trying to make sure my elbow was okay.  They had me
doing like the - - I guess, like neck movements to make sure my
neck would be unstiff, had to do lifting, and I didn’t lift over ten
pounds for a while. (T. 17-18).

Claimant estimated that she was off work for about a week and a half because of the neck injury,

during which respondents paid corresponding indemnity benefits. The claimant testified that she

suffered a contusion to the elbow which did not result in any permanent residuals or impairments

in the accident.

The testimony of the claimant reflects that she worked for seven (7) months after the July

21, 2011, accident.  Regarding the afore, the claimant testified:

The same, as lifting, getting in and out of the truck,
unloading, stocking stores. (T. 25).

The claimant testified that her difficulties with her back, which she attributed to the July 21,

2011, accident, resulted in her inability to continue working.  The claimant explained the reason

she associated her back complaints with the July 21, 2011, accident:

     I had had no prior problems like I did until after the car
accident. 
(T. 26).

The testimony of the claimant reflects that she also saw Dr. Harold Short and Dr. J.

Michael Calhoun for her neck injury.  The claimant testified that she saw Dr. Short in October

2011, adding:

     At that time, he was more concerned about my back; so, he
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didn’t really see me for my neck completely. (T. 19).

As far as her treatment under the care of Dr. Calhoun, the claimant testified:

     I saw him February of 2012, but that as well was for my back. 
He just kind of threw off my neck, because my back was so bad.
(T. 19).

The claimant testified that at this point she feels that she still needs treatment in connection with

the neck injury, in the form of physical therapy.  The claimant offered her reasoning  regarding

the afore:

     The MRI shows I have a small bulging disc, (slash), cervical
stenosis. (T. 19).

The claimant described the problems that her neck complaint is causing: 

     Extreme pain down both arms.  I cannot function daily.  Hard to
even get out of bed at times. (T. 19). 

The claimant assessed the neck pain at an eight on a 1-10 pain scale.   The claimant added that at

least three times a week she experiences pain at the 10 level.  In elaborating on the impact of the

pain on her daily life, the claimant’s testimony reflects:

     It’s just hard to get out of bed sometimes, because my neck is
shooting a sharp pain from the back of my neck all the way down
to my head feeling like someone is constantly laying on your neck
and will not get up.  I’m not able to want to wash dishes or even
take my clothes to the laundry mat. (T. 20).

The testimony of the claimant reflects that prior to her July 21, 2011, injury she was an

active individual who engaged in sports to include softball and basketball.  The claimant testified

that due to the pain from her neck injury she is unable to perform the afore.  The testimony of the

claimant reflects that she last engaged in sports shortly before her July 21, 2011, injury in early

2011. 
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The claimant testified that she is having problems with her lower back, however not as

much as before the surgery.  As to the onset of her low back problems, the claimant testified:

     I always had some problems back from 2006, but it’s never
nothing serious back then, but it got worse after the car accident.
(T. 22).

The claimant distinguished the condition of her low back prior to the July 21, 2011, and 

afterwards:
     I was still able to be physical, still able to go work out, play
basketball, anything I wanted.  The doctor said all I had to do was
continue to be active. 

     Okay.  Continue to be active and lift weights, lose a little weight
and my back would be just fine. (T. 22).

The testimony of the claimant reflects that prior to the July 21, 2011 accident she was able to

physically perform her job duties at Werner Transportation and respondent-employer.  The

claimant added that she was not limited by her low back in the discharge of the afore. 

As to when she started having increased problems with her lower back, the claimant ‘s

testimony reflects, “around September [2011] was when it got really bad”  to the point of where

she was losing control of her bladder.  The claimant testified regarding the progression of

problems with other bodily function which she attribute to her low back complaint:

     Around December, I lost control of my bowel.  I could not go to
the restroom, ended up going to the hospital on New Year’s Eve.
(T. 23).

The claimant testified that she continued to have problems with her low back until the April 10,

2012, back surgery.  The claimant added that since the surgery, “I’ve had hardly no problems”. 

The testimony of the claimant reflects that since the surgery her low back does not limit her

function at all.  The claimant is not taking prescription medications.  
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The claimant testified that she hopes to return to return to some type of work with

medical treatment for her neck.  The claimant’s testimony reflects that at the moment she is not

physically capable of returning to work because of the continuing problems she is having with

her neck.  The claimant has been unable to get any treatment for her neck complaint – medical or

physical therapy– at the expense of respondents.

The testimony of the claimant reflects that in addition to the workers’ compensation

indemnity benefits, she also received short-term disability benefits.  The claimant testified that

she received six (6) months of short-term disability, from April to September 2012.

The claimant testified that she has not looked into trying to find a new line of work that

would not involve the lifting and pulling entailed in her work history.  The testimony of the

claimant reflects that she plans to return to school and complete her accounting degree.

During cross-examination, the claimant acknowledged that she had lower back problems

before the July 21, 2011, accident, however denies prior neck complaints.  During her deposition

the claimant described her pre-exiting low back problems as degenerative disc disease. 

The claimant maintains that her pre-existing low back complaint did not prevent her from

engaging in physical activities, either work or sports, prior to the July 21, 2011, compensable

accident.  Further, the claimant testified during her deposition that she has only seen her family

physician in Jacksonville for her low back complaint prior to the July 21, 2011, accident.  The

claimant confirmed that she relayed during her deposition that she had last experienced problems

with her low back two (2) years before the July 21, 2011, accident, and specifically denied

having any problems with her neck or left arm before July 21, 2011. 

The claimant acknowledged treating with Dr. Price, Dr. Stone, Dr. Sprinkle, Dr.
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Garlapati, and Dr. Ahmad.  The claimant disputes having low back problems as early as 2005,

and maintains that any document, medical or otherwise,  to the contrary is mistaken.  The

claimant explained that she suffered a fall at a Hardee’s Restaurant in Fayetteville, Arkansas, and

it was required that she go see a doctor.  The claimant also denies experiencing neck problems as

early as 2006.  Regarding the afore, the claimant added:

     I’ve never had any neck problems.  The only thing is when I got
in a car accident, I was put in a neck brace and they did check my
neck, yes, sir. (T. 30).

The claimant concedes that as recently as May 2011, she was seen by Dr. Ahmad’s office

at United Pain Care in Sherwood with complaints of low back pain among other complaints.  The

claimant does not dispute that at the time of the afore she complained of pain at a level of seven 

on a one to ten scale.  The claimant deny that at the time of her visit to Dr. Ahmad she was

having difficulties eating, bathing, using the toilet, getting dressed, and getting up from bed.  The

claimant does not deny that she informed the doctor that she had problems going on for almost

six (6) years.  The claimant confirmed the May 2011, contents of Dr. Ahmad’s record with

respect to her complaints of radiating pain, numbness, and tingling down one of her legs. 

Further, the claimant acknowledged undergoing lumbar epidural steroid injection with Dr.

Garlapati.  As far as the conflict of the afore with her prior testimony of not having treatment on

her low back for two (2) years, the claimant testified that she had lost tract of the earlier

treatment.

The testimony of the claimant reflects that she forgot the medical attention her neck

received as a result of an automobile accident.   The claimant added with respect to the afore:

     But I never - - it didn’t phase me like this has; so, no, sir. (T.
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32). 

In questioning regarding the mechanics of the July 21, 2011, accident, the claimant

acknowledged relaying that the trunk of the car came in contact with the left side of her body. 

Likewise, the claimant confirmed that she relayed during her deposition that initially following

the accident her residuals was limited to a little stiffness in her neck.   As far as her supervisor

allowing her to go to Concentra to get medical treatment following the accident, the claimant

added:

     Well, it’s their policy you have to get a drug and alcohol test as
soon as you get in an accident. (T. 33).

          
In accordance with the above policy, the claimant was seen at Concentra and treated by Dr. Scott

Carle and other physicians at that facility. 

The claimant acknowledged that following the July 21, 2011, accident the only visible

sign of an injury was the contusion to her elbow.  The claimant maintains that contrary to what

may appear in her July/August 2011, medical records at Contcentra she relayed complaints of

low back problems, adding:

     If they didn’t put it in there, that’s their fault.  I told them about
my back, and they said it was due to whiplash. (T. 34).

The testimony of the claimant reflects that after her August 3, 2011, release by Dr. Carle she

returned to Concentra two to three weeks later with a complaint of a twisted ankle.  

On December 31, 2011, the claimant was seen at North Metro Medical Center in

Jacksonville for stomach issues.  At to whether there was any mention in the medical records of

the afore visit of claimant registering complaints about her neck or back the claimant relayed:

     There should be.  I told them about the car accident and why my
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bowels were the way they were. (T. 35).

The claimant testified that she discussed complaints about her neck following her release by Dr.

Carle with other providers prior to the September 7, 2012, entry in the records of Dr. Calhoun. 

The testimony of the claimant reflects regarding the afore:

     I told him when I first went in, which was in February.  I
actually told Dr. Short when I went to him in October, but he was
more worried about my back, like I said. (T. 36).

On August 2, 2011, the claimant signed a Form AR-N, Employer’s First Notice to

Employee, when she filed in the present claim.  The form was provided to the claimant by Donny

Ramsey.  The claimant testified that she read the form and was aware of what she was signing.

(T. 36).   The claimant’s testimony reflects that she was not aware that Concentra was the

company doctor that she was supposed to treat with at all time.  The claimant added:

     I thought you had the ability to go to your own doctor - - to get a
second opinion.  Yes, sir. (T. 36). 

The claimant acknowledged that Dr. Short was the physician that she sought and went to on her

own, and that Dr. Calhoun was a referral from Dr. Short.  

The claimant confirmed that once she returned to respondent-employer and started doing

her regular work she was never told by anyone at respondent that she was prohibited from

returning to Concentra to get checked out again.  The claimant continued working for

respondent-employer through March 16, 2012.  During the afore the claimant performed her

regular job duties of pulling pallets, stocking shelves, and stocking coolers from August 5, 2011

through March 16, 2012. 

The claimant was off work pursuant to the directions of Dr. Calhoun commencing in
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March 2012, during which time she received short-term disability benefits, at $256.00, per week. 

The claimant concedes that the premium for the short term disability policy was paid by

respondent-employer.   The testimony in the record reflects that the claimant’s health insurance,

who paid for all of her medical treatment up through the termination of her employment by

respondent-employer, was provided through respondent-employer.   

The claimant maintains that the only treatment recommended, that she has not been able

to receive, is the physical therapy recommended by Dr. Calhoun.  The claimant concedes that Dr.

Carle released her on August 3, 2011, from his care, and that Dr. Calhoun released her from his

care in relation to her low back treatment on October 19, 2012. 

During re-direct examination, the claimant testified that on the day of her accident she

went to Concentra with complaints of neck pain and was diagnosed with a cervical strain, for

which she received treatment.  As to the point in time she first started bringing her complaints

about her back to her health care providers’ attention, the claimant testified:

     I brought it to the Concentra’s doctor when I went in for a
regular check-up for the neck.  And I just asked them, I’m having
low-back pain after the accident.  They let me know it was due to
whiplash and that was it. (T. 41).

Regarding the basis for her visit to the emergency room of North Metro Medical Center on

December 31, 2011, the claimant testified as to basis/history she provided to emergency medical

personnel:

     I told them that ever since I got hit by a car in July 2011, that I
have been having bladder problems and now all of sudden I’m
having bowel problems where I cannot go to the restroom. (T. 41).

The claimant acknowledged that at the time of the afore emergency room visit she did not convey
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that she had both back and neck problems:

     At that time, no.  I was just worried about it was due to my
back.  I was in pain, and my stomach was hurting. 

     More of the back. (T. 41-42).

The claimant is not alleging that she never had back problems before the July 21, 2011,

accident, only that since same the conditions/problems were much worse.  The claimant offered,

with respect to the difference in her back since the accident:

     Before, yes, I had some tingling, some pain in the left leg.  After
the accident, I began to have tingling in both legs, a burning
sensation in my feet.  Also, I had pain that would shoot down my
buttocks, and at the same time, I could barely walk at the end of it.
(T. 42).

The claimant described her previous experience of wearing a neck collar as a precautionary

matter, adding:

     Because of the extent of the accident, it was a precautionary
thing.  I had had no cervical problem, they just, because of me
hitting a wall head on after being hit and ran, they had to put the
neck brace on even though I got up and walked. (T. 43).

During re-cross examination, the claimant acknowledged that she was taking pain

medication – Hydrocodone –  in the Spring of 2011.  The claimant confirmed that the medication

was for her low back pain, as well as for her ankle and migraines.  The claimant does not

disputed the contents of Dr. Ahmad’s medical records from March 2011, which reflect

“throbbing, shooting, sharp, pulling, tingling, aching, tender, and deep as far as the quality of the

pain” in her back.  The claimant added:

     No, sir.  I also had on a boot for my left ankle that threw off my
back.  If he didn’t put that in there, he told me that that’s what it
was from. (T. 44). 
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The claimant testified that once the boot was taken off her back pain resolved, and she had no

significant problems either before or after the same until the July 21, 2011, accident. 

The testimony of the claimant, who is not presently working, reflects that if her residual

back complaints were removed from the equation, she would be able to perform the work she did

at respondent-employer.  The claimant testified that she has not been released by Dr. Calhoun

with respect to her neck complaints, for which he has prescribed physical therapy.  The claimant

acknowledged that she is aware that Dr. Calhoun has said that her neck complaint is not work-

related.  

The claimant testified that she does not feel the notes of Dr. Calhoun regarding the nexus

of her neck complaint to work-related accident are accurate.  Regarding the afore, the claimant

explained:

     Because prior to that, I told him about my neck while I was
there seeing him for my back, and he told me he could not see me -
- 

     Okay.  It was said that I could not be seen.  I had to go back to
my primary doctor in order to be seen by him again.  So, I ended up
having to go back to my primary doctor, which was before
September.  That was actually toward the end of August into
October, and he sent me back to Dr. Calhoun and it wasn’t until
September, I was able to get an MRI because my insurance denied
it. (T. 49-50).

The claimant denied having any new accidents that hurt her neck between July of 2011 and the

present time.    

Antonette Lane, the claimant’s mother, testified that the claimant has been living back

home for about five (5) years.   Mrs. Lane has had an opportunity to observe the claimant since

she had been living back at home.  The testimony of Mrs. Lane reflects that she is aware of the
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clamant’s work-related accident of July 21, 2011.  In describing the differences in the claimant

before January 2011 and present, Mrs. Lane testified:

     She was able to get around more.  She was on the road for a
year driving an eighteen-wheeler, and she didn’t have the problems
that she had once the accident happened as far as tingling and
numbness to her extremities, both incontinent of bowel and
bladder, and lots of pain. 
(T. 52). 

Prior to the July 21, 2011, accident, Mrs. Lane described a typical day of the claimant:

     Going - - out going all the time, working, loved to work.  Loved
to just do whatever she loved to do, and she loved to play
basketball.  She loved to, you know, just be out and about.

*          *          *

     Yes.  I think she did, you know, she loved to play basketball at
the community centers or whatever if she did.  Yeah, she played
basketball. 

     It was on the weekends mainly because she worked during the
week; and so, she would work - - I mean, working on the
weekends, she would go out on Saturday and play ball, you know,
with her father. (T. 52-53).

After the July 21, 2011, accident, Mrs. Lane observed of the claimant:

     She couldn’t play basketball.  She couldn’t get out the bed a lot,
and she couldn’t walk as good.  She did the shuffle all the times,
and just in constant pain. (T. 53).

Elaborating on the claimant’s physical difficulties of getting out of bed and walking, Mrs. Lane

continued:

     That was after the accident in July that I noticed that she started
to shuffle more even though she was working, she would come
home and would be in so much pain and would shuffle through the
door.  She would go straight home and get in the bed. (T. 53).
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Mrs. Lane testified that she provided heat packs, massages on the claimant’s leg and for her back

in an attempt to make her comfortable.  

Mrs. Lane opined that the claimant is continuing to have problems from her observations

of her.  Regarding the afore, Mrs. Lane’s testimony reflects:

     She’s having lots of pain to her neck, and swelling often,
constantly.

     And she complains of numbness and tenderness to her arms and
some down her back, mid-back, but she’s in constant pain. (T. 54).

As far as her knowledge of any other accidents or injuries that the claimant has had involving her

neck or back before the July 21, 2011, accident, Mrs. Lane testified:

     No.  I have not.  She had an accident - - I don’t know how many
years ago it was before, but I was on the scene - - got there on the
scene, they never said that she hurt her back or anything.  It was
just that she hit her head, you know, and that was it.   She went
home the same day. (T. 54).

Mrs. Lane testified that prior to the claimant’s July 21, 2011, accident she was active and a hard

worker.  The testimony of Mrs. Lane reflects that prior to the claimant’s July 21, 2011, injury and

subsequent surgery, the claimant would help clean the house and perform such activities as

mopping, sweeping, and cleaning the restroom.  Since the July 21, 2011, accident, Mrs. Lane

testified that the claimant is unable to physically perform the afore.  Mrs. Lane added:

     No, she’s not.  She’s barely able to help, you know, clean the
restroom, because it hurts her to bend her neck.  She’s just not able
to do anything much at all. (T. 55).

Mrs. Lane continued, regarding the claimant’s efforts or attempts to aid around the house:

     She tried to help cook, but, you know - - and try to help just - - I
mean, she tries to help, you know, keeping the house clean because
she’s at home all the time, and, you know, she can’t sweep or mop
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like she used to. She used to shine our wood floors. She can’t do
that anymore, and she’s just not doing, you know, because of the
pain. 
(T. 55). 

Mrs. Lane also offered testimony regarding her observation of changes in the claimant’s

mental/emotional state:

     She’s very emotional.  She cries all the time, and it’s not
because - - it is because of the pain, but it’s because she doesn’t
have a job, and the she loved her job.  She loved to work.  Amika’s
the type person that she’ll do whatever it is to pay the bills.  Her
dad and I have picked up you know, her bills; and so, that - - I
think that plays a part in her emotional state, and, you know, just
being home all the time not being able to do anything. (T. 56).

During cross examination, the testimony of Mrs. Lane reflects that she was aware that the

claimant was working her regular full-time job at respondent-employer from August 2011 up

until March 2012, at the time she observed the claimant having difficulty getting out of bed and

walking in a shuffling manner.  Mrs. Lane maintains that the claimant did not have any

significant low back problems before the July 21, 2011, accident.   The testimony of Mrs. Lane

reflects that she was aware of the claimant taking pain medicine in March 2011, and treating with

a pain specialist, Dr. Mahmood Ahmad, in Sherwood.  Mrs. Lane offered regarding the afore:

     I don’t know exactly what she, you know, told him, but I know
that I’ve taken Amika to many pain specialists because she had
migraines. (T. 58). 

Mrs. Lane testified that she was aware of the claimant’s referral to Dr. Calhoun.  While

she did not attend all of the claimant’s visits to Dr. Calhoun, Mrs. Lane testified:

     Not at the beginning because I work, and I went - - when it was
time for her to be scheduled for surgery and everything, I went.  
(T. 60). 
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Tara Heinz McCoy, a Human Resource Professional with respondent-employer, testified

that she has dealt with the claimant in the context of the present workers’ compensation claim. 

Ms. McCoy’s testimony reflects regarding the party responsible for the payment of premiums in

connection with the short-term disability provided through respondent-employer:

     Yes.  So, employees have the option of electing the type of
benefits they want, whether it’s health, dental, life insurance or
short-term disability and once they make those elections, then, they
are calculated and premiums come out of employees checks each
time that they are paid, and they go into an account with Pepsi, the
account for Pepsi which pays towards any claims.  If I happen to
have a short-term disability claim, I’ve elected for that coverage
and Pepsi pays it on my behalf. (T. 63).

Ms. McCoy characterized the payment of short-term benefits as “Pepsi takes care of that for the

employees”.  Ms. McCoy testified that the afore is also true on the health insurance, long-term or

any elected benefits.  Specifically, that the same is taken out of the employee’s check. (T. 64). 

Ms. McCoy’s testimony reflects:

     No, they [Pepsi] don’t pay the premiums for that.  No.  Each
employee pay their own premiums out of their check, and then,
Pepsi pays on the employees behalf. (T. 64).

The employee is not reimbursed for the premium in any way. 

It is undisputed that the claimant’s prior medical records reflect complaints of low back

pain as well as instances of neck pain before the July 21, 2011, compensable accident.  In 

August 2006, the claimant’s vehicle was hit by another vehicle.  The claimant reported neck pain

as a result of the afore accident and was ultimately diagnosed with a cervical strain as well as

contusion of head and left knee.  A May 23, 2008, MRI of the claimant’s lumbar spine disclosed

the presence of disc bulge at L4-5 and L5-S1.  The medical further reflects that the claimant
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received treatment at Arkansas Pain Centers, under the care of Dr. Butchaiah Garlapati, in

connection with as assessment of chronic low back pain secondary to degenerative disc disease,

and a left ankle sprain. 

The medical in the record reflects that from August 13, 2010, through May 27, 2011, the

claimant treated with Dr. Mahmood Ahmad, at United Pain Care, for complaints of low back

pain and radiating leg pain.  The claimant’s complaints were diagnosed by Dr. Ahmad as

lumbosacral spondylosis and lumbar disc disease with myelopathy. (RX #1, p. 79-98).  The

claimant was last seen by Dr. Ahmad on May 27, 2011, prior to the July 21, 2011, compensable

accident.  The May 27, 2011, notes relative to the afore visit reflects, in pertinent part:

Decision/Plan Continue medication management which
include life-long use of Class II or III opioid
therapy with high risk of physical
dependence 
I have renewed her medications as
previously prescribed.. (RX #1, p. 98).

On July 21, 2011, the claimant was seen at Concentra Health Centers, in Little Rock,

pursuant to the directions of respondents, following the compensable accident of that date.  The

claimant was seen by Dr. Scott Carle during her July 21, 2011, visit, diagnosed with a cervical

strain and contusion of the elbow, and released to return to work with the restriction on no

operating commercial motor and light job classification.  The claimant was also prescribed

physical therapy. (RX #1, p. 99-101).

The July 21, 2011, report regarding the claimant’s visit to Concentra of the same day

following her compensable accident reflects, in pertinent part:

HISTORY OF PRESENT ILLNESS:
See medical assistant not above except the following: Using a dolly
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and a passenger car bumped into her, contact with left elbow. 
Right elbow hit dolly and jarred her neck.  She is c/o a small
abrasion on an otherwise non painful right elbow, tender and
bruised left elbow and proximal forearm and a sore neck on the
left.  No radicular sx.  No head injury.

*          *          *

PE:
MUSCULOSKETAL:
Right Elbow: Full range of motion.  A solitary abrasion. 

Left Elbow:   No evidence of intra-articular effusion.
Decreased active Range of Motion: Flexion: with pain and
extension: With pain tenderness of the proximal ulna.  Moderate
swelling.
Cervical: No involuntary muscle spasm noted.

The reflexes of the brachioradialis, biceps and triceps muscle
groups were present and equal in both upper extremities.
Moderate tenderness of the left Trapzial and Paraspinal Border.

Bilateral Hips: There is no pain on passive range of motion
twisting.
Lumbar: No palpable or involuntary muscle spasm.  The straight
leg raise testing was negative for any reproduction of sciatic nerve
route irritation in the both the right and left lower extremities.
Normal gait.

*          *          *

******************************************************
X-RAY/LAB REPORT:
2 Views
Left elbow x-ray: Negative.
3 Views
C-Spine X-RAY:
C-spine x-ray: Loss of normal lordotic curve.

No fracture seen.  No evidence of subluxation.

******************************************************
ASSESSMENT:
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1. Abrasion elbow.
2. Elbow contusion.
3. Cervical strain.
4. Trapezius strain.

*          *          *

ACTIVITY STATUS:
Modified activity.   – Activity or work restrictions reflected on the
work status report that corresponds to the date of the examination.
No commercial motor vehicle operation.  Exerting up to 20 pounds
of force occasionally and or up to 10 pounds of force frequently,
and or negligible amount of force constantly to move objects. 
Physical demand requirement are in excess of those for Sedentary
Work.  Light work can require walking or standing to a significant
degree.  However, if the use of the arm and or leg controls requires
exertion of forces greater than that of Sedentary Work and the
worker sits most of the time, the job is rated light work. May
require standing or walking up to 6 hrs out of an 8 hr day.  Or, may
require continuous sitting.  
(CX #1, p. 36-38).

The claimant was evaluated by Eric Holifield, a physical therapist, with Concentra on July 21,

2011, pursuant to the recommendation of Dr. Carle, and underwent several days physical therapy

under the care of same.  

On July 25, 2011, Mr. Holifield reported that the claimant’s overall progress was slower

than expected. (CX #1, p. 31-33).  The claimant was also seen by Dr. Carle during the July 25,

2011, visit to Concentra.  The report of the afore visit reflects, in pertinent part:

HISTORY OF PRESENT ILLNESS:
Worsening left sides cervico-brachial pain and stiffness with non
dermatomal numbness left arm.  Worse with flexion and poor
sleep.  PT is not helping. 

*          *          *

ASSESSMENT:
1.    Cervico-brachial strain with left arm numbness.
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PLAN:

MEDICATIONS:
Medrol Dose Pak as directed after food.  And Zanaflex 2 mg bid
Take 4mg po qhs prn.  sleep.

Continue progressive functional therapy and increase work
capacity recommendations as condition improves.  Patient told that
compliance and participation are important to their recovery and
return to normal work activities.  (CX #1, p. 29). 

The claimant’s July 28, 2011, physical therapy notes of Mr. Holifield, reflect in pertinent

part:

SUBJECTIVE

Patient Status: The patient reports symptoms being aggrivated (sic) 
by sweeping at work.  
Work Status: Patient indicates that they are working modified
activity.
Response to Prior Treatment: The patient tolerated the prior
treatment without adverse reaction. (CX #1, p. 25).

The physical therapy note reflects that the claimant was not progressing.  The claimant was last

seen for physical therapy by Mr. Holifield at Concerntra on August 3, 2011.  Overall, Mr.

Holifield record that claimant’s progress was slower than expected. (CX #1, p. 19-20). 

The claimant was seen in follow-up by Dr. Carle on August 3, 2011.  The medical report in the

record relative to the afore visit reflects, in pertinent part:

Patient has been working within the duty restrictions.  Patient has
had physical therapy and feels better.

PE:
MUCULOSKELETAL:
Cervical:   The neck moves in all planes without limitations.  No
involuntary muscle spasm is noted.  Reflexes are symmetric at the
biceps, triceps and brachioradialis muscle group.
Thoracic:   The musculature appears symmetrical without evidence
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of involuntary muscle spasm.  No radicular signs are seen.  The
shoulders both move without restrictions and the torso is strong. 

Lumbar:   FROM.  No palpable bony or muscular tenderness. 
Normal gait.  No Waddells sign.  Good toe/heel walk.  No lateral
shift.
Bilateral Hips: Normal gait.  Painless passive ROM.  Full ROM.
PERIPHERAL VASCULAR: Radial, femoral and pedal pulses
present and symmetrical.  No edema.
NEUROLOGIC: Neurologically intact.
SKIN: Normal.  No lesions.
CARDIOVASCULAR: No edema.

ASSESSMENT:
1.   Cervical strain.  847.0.  Sprain/strain neck.  847.0.
Clinically improving by both subjective history and objective
findings.

Resolved and at Maximum Medical Improvement.  No permanent
impairment apportioned to the above case date.  No further
treatment is indicated at this time and appears to be safely capable
of performing job tasks. (RX #1, p. 102).

The medical in the record reflects that the claimant was seen in the emergency room of

North Metro Medical Center on December 31, 2011.  The emergency room report reflects that

the claimant relayed an history of not having a bowel movement in three (3) days, and that she

just started vomiting. (CX #1, p. 10-18).

The record reflects the presence of a January 16, 2012, note by an unidentified medical

provider regarding the claimant.  Since the note reflects a plan of treatment for the claimant

which included a lumbar MRI as well as prescriptions for Flexeril, refill of Mobic/Roboxin and

Tylonel #3, it appears to have been authored by Dr. Short.  A chief complaint reflected in the

afore note regarding the claimant is “back issues x2 wks shooting pain down legs L>R”. (CX #1,

p. 6).  
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On January 23, 2012, the claimant underwent a lumbar MRI at Baptist Health Medical

Center - North Little Rock pursuant to the directions of Dr. Harold K. Short.  The radiology

report of the afore MRI reflects a clinical history of low back pain with left leg pain.  The

radiology report concludes:

IMPRESSION – 
1. Annular disc bulging at L5-S1 with a small superimposed

left paracentral disc protrusion, which may contact the left
SI nerve root in the lateral recess.

2. Mild facet arthropathy in the lower lumbar spine.  
(RX #1, p. 107).

The claimant was evaluated by Dr. J. Michael Calhoun, a North Little Rock

neurosurgeon, at the request of Dr. Short.  A February 16, 2012, report of Dr. Calhoun directed to

Dr. Short regarding his evaluation of the claimant reflects, in pertinent part:

I have recently had the pleasure of evaluating Ms. Lane in the
office.  As I am sure you are well aware, she is a 26-year-old
female who has had low back pain since 2006.  In January of this
year she developed left leg symptoms.

Her history and physical examination was done by electronic
medical record.

Her MRI does show a degenerative disc at L5-S1 but now a left-
sided disc herniation with impingement on the left SI nerve rood
which is the cause of her more recent left leg symptoms. 

Both she and I agree that surgical intervention would be a last
resort.  We did discuss the possibility of epidural steroid injections. 
She received a handout regarding microdiscectomy today.  She will
think things over.  Once she comes to a decision, she will contact
us.  
(RX #1, p. 108). 

On April 10, 2012, the claimant underwent surgery under the care of Dr. Calhoun at Arkansas

Surgical Hospital.  The April 10, 2012, operative report reflects pre and post operative diagnosis
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of left L5-S1 herniated nucleus pulposus.  The report further reflects:

OPERATIONS/PROCEDURES:
1. Left L5-S1 hemilaminotomy and microdiscectomy.
2. Microscopic dissetion of disc herniation.
3. Intraoperative fluoroscopy for localization and placement

of minimally invasive retractor system. 

*          *          *

BRIEF PREOPERATIVE NOTE:
The patient is a 27-year-old female with progressive left leg pain. 
She has been treated with rather extensive conservative measures
but it continued to be symptomatic.  She had undergone an MRI
which had shown the above.  It was felt she would benefit from
operative intervention.  I explained the risks and benefits of the
procedure.  She requested it.  (CX #1,p. 7). 

A July 13, 2012, note of a follow-up visit by the claimant to Dr. Calhoun reflects, in pertinent

part:

CC/HPI:
The patient continues to have back pain.  She feels physical therapy
is held but she fell recently and this exacerbated the problem.

*          *          *

Dx:

(724.4) - C - LUMBAR RADICULOPATHY
(722.10) - C - LUMBAR HNP

Rx:

hydrocodone-acetaminophen 7.5 mg-500 mg Tab, Tablet(s), PO,
Q4-6H, 2 refills for a total of 40.

Patient Instruction:
I explained to her that we cannot keep her on long-term narcotics. 
Today she received a prescription for 40 hydrocodone with 2 refills
but I reiterated that we would not give her further prescriptions. 
We will extend her physical therapy and see her back in a month
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for followup.  She was given a note to continue off work until
reevaluated. 
(RX #1, p. 109).

The record reflects the presence of a October 5, 2012, correspondence regarding the

claimant which was directed to the attorney for respondents.  The afore reflects, in pertinent part:

I was unaware that Ms. Lane’s lumbar spine problem was in any
way related to a work injury.  She has reached maximal medical
improvement with regard to her lumbar spine.  If there is a
question about permanent partial impairment, she did suffer a 10%
impairment of the whole person in that she underwent lumbar disc
surgery with residuals. (RX #1, p. 110).

Responsive to December 5, 2012, written inquires from the claimant’s attorney, Dr.

Calhoun relayed that the claimant reached maximum medical improvement on October 19, 2012,

from the injury to her lumbar spine that occurred on July 21, 2011.  Based on information

provided to him by the claimant, Dr. Calhoun responded that the claimant’s cervical complaint

was not work-related, but rather “occurred off work and first reported on 9/7/12". (CX #1, p. 1-

3).

The record reflects the presence of a February 4, 2013, correspondence from Dr. Steven

R. Nokes, with Radiology Consultants, which was directed to respondents, regarding the

claimant.  The afore reflects, in pertinent part:

The MR exams of the L-spine dated 5/23/2008 and 1/23/2012 both
reveal a mild disc bulge eccentric to the left with mild facet disease
at L3-4, L4-5 and L5-S1.  There is no change and no acute
abnormality. (RX #1, p. 114). 

The record reflects the presence of the North Little Rock Police Department accident

report regarding the claimant’s July 21, 2011, accident.  The occurrence of the accident is not

disputed.  The claimant relayed to the investigating officer that she was stuck in the left side of
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her body by the vehicle.  The claimant also relayed that her left side was hurt.  The accident

report further reflects:

.    . .  It should be noted that I didn’t observe any injury to Ms.
Lane or any damage to V-1. .   . (RX #2, p. 7).

As noted in the medical records above, the claimant did receive medical treatment on the day of

the accident at the respondents’ designated medical provider, Concentra.  Further, the medical

records recited the presence of objective evidence of injury, which included contusion to the left

elbow and abrasions to the elbow. 

After a thorough consideration of all of the evidence in this record, to include the

testimony of the witnesses, review of the medical records and other documentary evidence,

application of the appropriate statutory provisions and applicable case law, I make the following:

FINDINGS

1. The Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Commission has jurisdiction of this claim.

2. On July 21, 2011, the employment relationship existed during which time the 

claimant earned wages sufficient to entitle her to weekly compensation benefits of

$330.00/$248.00, for temporary total/permanent partial disability.

3. On July 21, 2011, the claimant sustained injuries to her left elbow, cervical spine 

and lumbar spine arising out of and in the course of her employment.

4. The claimant was temporarily totally disabled for the period commencing March  

19, 2012, and continuing through October 19, 2012. 

5. The claimant has sustained her burden of proof that further medical treatment in 

connection with her cervical injury growing out of the July 21, 2011, accident is reasonably
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necessary, pursuant to Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-508 (a) (Repl. 2002).

6. Medical treatment rendered to the claimant in connection with her July 21, 2011, 

lumbar spine injury, to include that provided by Dr. Harold Short and Dr. J. Michael Calhoun, as

well as referrals therefrom, was reasonable and necessary in the treatment of same.

7. Respondents are not entitled to credit for short-term disability benefits received by

the claimant, pursuant Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-411(a)(2).   

8. The claimant reached the end of her healing period in connection with the 

compensable lumbar spine injury on October 19, 2012.

9. Matters not addressed herein are expressly reserved, to include issues related to  

permanency. 

10. The respondents have controverted the payment of further medical treatment in 

connection with the claimant’s cervical spine injury subsequent to August 3, 2011, and the

compensability of the claimant’s lumbar spine injury in its entirety.

CONCLUSIONS

It is undisputed that the claimant was struck by a vehicle while within the course and

scope of her employment on July 21, 2011.  The claimant’s left elbow and cervical spine

complaints were accepted as compensable by respondents and corresponding medical and

indemnity benefits paid on behalf of and to the claimant.  The claimant asserts that in addition to

the injuries to her cervical spine and left elbow, she also suffered an injury to her lumbar spine

which required medical treatment and rendered her temporarily totally disabled for a period of

time.  The claimant further contends that she continues to require medical treatment in

connection to her cervical spine injury from the July 21, 2011, accident.  The claimant seeks the
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afore medical and indemnity benefits as well as controverted attorney fees.  

Respondents deny the compensability of the claimant’s low back complaint, and

maintains that notice of the low back claim was not provided to them until the April 2012 filing

of the Claim for Compensation, Form AR-C, by the claimant.  Further, respondents maintain that

medical treatment in connection with the claimant’s cervical spine complaint is unauthorized

subsequent to the August 3, 2011, release of the claimant by Dr. Carle.  Additionally,

respondents maintain that all treatment received by the claimant subsequent to August 3, 2011, is

unauthorized.

The present claim is one governed by the provisions of Act 796 of 1993, in that the

claimant asserts entitlement to workers’ compensation benefits as a result of an injuries sustained

subsequent to the effective date of the afore provision.

Compensability

Sentinel in workers’ compensation law is that an employer takes the employee as he finds

him, and that employment circumstances that aggravate pre-existing conditions are compensable. 

Heritage Baptist Temple v. Robison, 82 Ark. App. 460, 120 S.W.3d 150 (2003).  An aggravation

of a pre-existing non-compensable condition by a compensable injury is itself compensable. 

Oliver v. Guardsmark, 68 Ark. App. 24, 3 S.W.3d 336 (1999).  

An aggravation is a new injury resulting from an independent incident, and, as such, must

meed the definition of a compensable injury in order to establish compensability for the

aggravation. Crudup v. Regal Ware, Inc., 341 Ark. 804, 20 S.W.3d 900 (2000); Farmland Ins.

Co. v. Dubois, 54 Ark. App. 141, 923 S.W.2d 883 (1996).

Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-102 (4)(A)(Repl. 2002) defines a compensable injury:
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(i)   An accidental injury causing internal or external physical harm
to the body . . .  arising out of and in the course of employment and
which requires medical services or results in disability or death. 
An injury is “accidental” only if it is caused by a specific incident
and is identifiable by time and place of occurrence [.]

A compensable injury must be established by medical evidence supported by objective findings.

Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-102 (4)(D)(Repl. 2002).  “Objective findings” are those findings which

cannot come under the voluntary control of the patient.  Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-102 (16) (A)(i)

(Repl. 2002). 

The employee must prove by a preponderance of the evidence that she sustained a

compensable injury.  Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-102 (4) (E) (ii) (Repl. 2002).  Preponderance of the

evidence means the evidence having greater weight or convincing force.  Metropolitan National

Bank v. La Sher Oil Co., 81 Ark. App. 269, 101 S.W.3d 252 (2003).

In the present claim, the occurrence of a specific incident on July 21, 2011, is not

disputed.  At the time the claimant received medical treatment at Concentra Health Centers on

the day of her accident, the medical record recited the presence of objective findings, abrasion on

the elbow, contusion of the elbow, and x-rays reflecting the loss of the normal lordotic curve in

the cervical spine.  The evidence preponderates that the claimant sustained compensable injuries

to her left elbow and cervical spine in the July 21, 2011, accident.

The medical history of the claimant documents that she experienced complaints regarding

her low back/lumbar spine prior to her June 20, 2011, employment with respondent-employer

and the July 21, 2011, accident.  Nonetheless, the evidence discloses that following the prior

automobile accident 2006, the claimant continued to function and did not require surgery.  The

claimant suffered a prior work-related ankle fracture, which aggravated her low back pain and for
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which she sought and obtained medical treatment.  

It is noteworthy that the claimant was employed as a long haul truck driver for Warner

Enterprises and discharged the physical demands of that employment without appreciable

physical limitations or restrictions attributable to her low back.  Further, there is not a dispute

regarding the regular physical demands of the claimant’s job duties while within the employment

of respondent.  There is no showing that the claimant was not physically capable of performing

the afore prior to the July 21, 2011, accident.  The medical in the record reflects that the claimant

has last been seen by a physician, Dr. Mahmood Ahmad, in connection with her diagnoses of

lumbosacral spondylosis and lumbar disc disease with myelopathy, on May 27, 2011, and the

only treatment plan recorded was to continue medical management.  There is no showing of the

claimant obtaining medical treatment regarding her low back between the May 27, 2011, date

and the July 21, 2011, accident.

The claimant was discharged from the care of Dr. Carle at Concentra on August 3, 2011. 

The credible testimony in the record reflects that while the claimant continued to discharge her

regular employment duties with respondent-employer for seven (7) months following her August

3, 2011, return to work, she remained symptomatic with respect to her lower back complaint. 

The clamant’s activity level after getting off work during the afore seven month period was

minimal.  The claimant sought treatment under the care of her family physician, Dr. Harold

Short, in September 2011.  The claimant ultimately underwent additional diagnostic studies

which required surgical treatment. 

Dr. Calhoun, a North Little Rock neurosurgeon, reviewed the January 23, 2012, MRI of

the lumbar spine, relative to the claimant.  The February 16, 2012, report of Dr. Calhoun reflects
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that he had access to the claimant’s electronic medical record.  Dr. Calhoun noted that the MRI

showed a degenerative disc at L5-S1, however “now a left-sided disc herniation with

impingement on the left SI nerve root” was causing the claimant’s more recent leg symptoms,

which required surgical intervention.  Dr. Calhoun also relayed his opinion of the nexus of the

claimant’s lumbar injury to the July 21, 2011, accident.  On April 10, 2012, Dr. Calhoun

performed surgery in the treatment of the claimant’s lumbar spine injury.  Additionally, the

improvement in the claimant’s symptoms following the April 10, 2012, surgery by Dr. Calhoun

is noteworthy. While not unmindful of the opinion expressed by Dr. Steven R. Nokes, I find from

the totality of the evidence in this record that the claimant has sustained her burden of proof by a

preponderance of the evidence that she sustained an compensable injury to her lumbar spine in

the July 21, 2011, accident.  The respondents have controverted the compensability of the

claimant’s lumbar spine in its entirety. 

Medical Treatment

The employer is mandated to promptly provided for an injured employee such medical 

treatment as may be reasonably necessary in connection with the injury received by the

employee.  Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-508 (a) (Repl. 2002).  The employee has the burden of proving

by a preponderance of the evidence that medical treatment is reasonably necessary. Stone v.

Dollar General Stores, 91 Ark. App. 260, 209 S.W.3d 445 (2005).  What constitutes reasonably

necessary medical treatment is a question of fact for the Commission. Dalton v. Allen

Engineering Co., 66 Ark. App. 201, 989 S.W.2d 543 (1999).

Those services comprising reasonably necessary medical treatment may include that

necessary to accurately diagnose the nature and extent of the compensable injury; to reduce or
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alleviate symptoms resulting from the compensable injury; to maintain the level of healing

achieved; or to prevent further deterioration of the damage produced by the compensable injury.

Jordan v. Tyson Foods, Inc., 51 Ark. App. 100, 911 S.W.2d 593 (1995); Artex Hydrophonics,

Inc. v. Pippin, 8 Ark. App. 200, 649 S.W.2d 845 (1983).  In the present claim, respondents

accepted the compensability of the claimant’s July 21, 2011, cervical injury.  

As noted above, the claimant established the requirement of compensability with respect

to her cervical injury.  The claimant was released by Dr. Carle on August 3, 2011, as having

reached maximum medical improvement of her diagnosed cervical strain/sprain.  Dr. Carle

relayed that no further treatment was indicated at the time of the August 3, 2011, release.  The

evidence disclosed that the claimant resumed her regular job duties for respondent-employer and

continued same through March 2012.  The claimant has unable to obtain sanctioned medical

treatment for her cervical spine injury since the August 3, 2011, release of Dr. Carle.  While the

claimant sought treatment for her neck complaints under the care of her family physician, Dr.

Short, treatment instead was directed to her more severe lumbar spine complaints.  Hence, while

the evidence preponderates the reasonableness and necessity of further medical treatment in

connection with the claimant’s compensable cervical injury, she has been unable to obtain any

treatment, authorized or unauthorized.  The claimant acknowledged conveying erroneous

information to Dr. Calhoun regarding a fall while off work on September 7, 2012.  The credible

evidence reflects that the claimant has remained symptomatic with respect to her cervical spine.

The respondents controverted the compensability of the claimant’s lumbar spine injury in

its entirety.  Medical treatment rendered in connection with the claimant’s lumbar spine was

reasonably necessary in the treatment of the compensable injury.  Respondents are liable for the
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cost of the afore treatment.

Temporary Total Disability Benefits

In addition to the injury to her left elbow, the claimant suffered unscheduled injuries to

her cervical spine and lumbar spine in the July 21, 2011, compensable accident.  Temporary total

disability for unscheduled injuries is that period within the healing period in which the claimant

suffers a total incapacity to earn wages. Arkansas State Highway & Transportation Department

v. Bershears, 272 Ark. 244, 613 S.W.2d 392 (1981).  A claimant’s healing period has not ended

when treatment is being administered for the healing and alleviation of the condition. J. A. Riggs

Tractor Co. v. Etzkorn, 30 Ark. App. 200, 785 S.W.2d 51 (1990).

In the instant claim, on August 3, 2011, the claimant was released to return to work by

Dr. Carle in connection with her July 21, 2011, cervical injury.  The claimant resumed her

employment duties with respondent-employer until March 16, 2012, at which time she was

unable to physically continuine working due to residuals of her lumbar spine injury from the July

21, 2011, accident.  The claimant remained within her healing period and totally incapacitated

from engaging in gainful employment as a result of the compensable lumbar spine injury until

October 19, 2012.  Respondents have controverted the claimant’s entitlement to workers’

compensation in connection with the compensable lumbar spine injury, to include indemnity

benefits.

While the evidence reflects that the claimant received short-term disability benefits

during the time she remained off-work in connection with her treatment for her lumbar spine

injury, respondents are not entitle to an off-set or credit against their obligation to pay temporary

total or permanent partial disability benefits to the claimant.  The evidence discloses that the
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claimant paid the premiums for the short-term disability insurance, although the program was

administered by respondent-employer. 

AWARD

Respondents are herein ordered and directed to pay to the claimant temporary total 

disability benefits at the weekly compensation benefit rate of $330.00, for the period

commencing March 19, 2012, and continuing through October 19, 2012, as a result of the July

21, 2011, compensable lumbar injury.  Said sums accrued shall be paid in lump without discount.

Respondents are further ordered and directed to pay all reasonable necessary and related

medical, hospital, nursing, and other apparatus expenses, to include medical related milage,

arising out of and in connection with the treatment of the July 21, 2011, compensable injury to

the claimant’s cervical and lumbar spine, pursuant to Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-508 (a) (Repl.

2002).

Maximum attorney fee is herein awarded to the claimant’s attorney on the controverted

indemnity benefits herein awarded, pursuant to Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-715.

This award shall bear interest at the legal rate, pursuant to Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-809,

until paid. 

IT IS SO ORDERED.

_________________________________________
 ANDREW L. BLOOD 
 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE

     


